
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Contrails - Short Lived 
 

Classic Short-Lived Contrail 

This is a beautiful example of a sh
contrail. The plane generating the 
at the head of the contrail. The con
and then disappears completely a 
distance behind the plane. Photo b
Stoddard in Kiev, Ukraine. 
 

Very Short Short-Lived Contrai

This is a very short, a short-lived c
The plane generating the contrail i
head of the contrail. The contrail t
then disappears completely a very
distance behind the plane. Photo b
Clark in Oregon, USA. 
 

Short-Lived Contrail with Good

This photo captures the detail in a 
lived contrail. Typically a contrail
two separate cloud 'streams' comin
engines on either side of the plane
the air motions behind the plane, t
'streams' combine fairly rapidly in
single contrail line. This contrail i
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longer than the first two examples
clearly is vanishing near the top of
Photo by Carol Clark in Oregon, U
 

Short-Lived Contrail with Some

This photo also shows separate str
short-lived contrail, although it is 
clear as the previous example. Ag
contrail clearly evaporates comple
short distance behind the plane. Ph
Doug Stoddard, Kiev, Ukraine. 
 

Faint Short-Lived Contrail 

This photo shows a much fainter s
contrail; but it is still very clearly 
from the ground. As with the rest, 
contrail disappears a short distanc
the plane, although if you stay at t
you may see a very faint line exten
farther back. The rate at which the
particles in a contrail actually evap
controlled by the local conditions 
around it. Photo by Doug Stoddard
Ukraine. 
 

Short-Lived Contrail with Trees

This is a nice photo with the plane
the head of the contrail. This contr
becomes very fuzzy then disappea
significant distance behind the pla
by Carol Clark, Oregon, USA. 
 

Two Short-Lived Contrails 

This picture shows two short-lived
created by planes moving in oppo
directions. This is an early mornin
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with the sun behind the building n
illuminating these short contrails. 
the length of the two contrails is a
same, indicating similar atmosphe
conditions in that portion of the sk
by Lin Chambers, NASA Langley
 

Tropical Contrail 

Here is a nice tropical contrail. Th
is very thin and intermittent, there
classifying it as short-lived. Most 
contrails are shorter than this. Pho
Doug Stoddard in March 2002 in 
Thomas, Virgin Islands. 
 

Contrail over the Rocky Mounta

This contrail is being formed by a
heading off towards the top right o
photo. It is showing some tendenc
persistence near the mountains (no
contrail on the left), but is still qui
patchy. Classification as a short-li
contrail is also based on observatio
sky at various times over the cours
day: none of the contrails were sti
around very long. Photo by Lin Ch
December 2002 in Fort Collins, C
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